
 

 

 

Development 
agreement 
Between Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF and Almenr 
Gammalstorp AB 
Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp will ultimately be owned by the economic association 
Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF.  

In order to carry out a construction project in Sweden, the economic association needs to work 
with a Swedish company. The standard solution in Sweden is to create an AB (aktiebolag = limited 
company) which acts as full-service contractor delivering a turnkey product to the economic 
association. Almenr Aps will thus create the company Almenr Gammalstorp AB, which will carry 
out the entire construction project in accordance with a standard development agreement with 
Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF. 

Almenr creates the project vehicle (AB) which purchases the land and orders construction 
services for the project. In parallel, the economic association is created and you are invited to sign 
the membership agreement. Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF then signs an agreement with the 
Almenr Gammalstorp AB for the finalization of the project. The budget for the project agreement 
will be equivalent to the membership fees paid into the Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF with a 
maximum of 120 members. The project may be carried out in phases reflecting the number of 
members, and the budget will never exceed the entry fees paid by the members. 
	
The development agreement is the contract document that ensures that the project and the 
various actors are handled professionally: Architects, surveyor, engineer, land contractor, 
craftsmen and contractors; banks and lawyers; the municipality and authorities in DK and SE; and 
then – and not least – the relationship between Fritidslandsbyen Gammalstorp EF and Almenr 
Gammalstorp AB, which is responsible for the overall implementation of the village. By Almenr 
Gammalstorp AB being the professional builder and taking the risk, we eliminate a lot of risk for the 
construction from the association and arrange for a professional delivery. The development 
agreement will be drawn up when the enterprise contracts are in place so that it mirrors the 
agreements. In this way, we ensure that all contracts are consistent. Almenr Gammalstorp AB also 
take responsibility for the dialogue with the Swedish and Danish authorities.  

Almenr Aps has bought the land and paid for all the preparatory work on developing the houses, 
negotiated planning permission with the municipality, securing the legal and ownership model, 
conducting construction negotiations. All of this work will be included in the agreement with 
Almenr Gammalstorp AB. 

In summary, the land is now owned by Almenr Aps when Almenr Gammalstorp AB  is created the 
land will be sold from Almenr Aps to Almenr Gammalstorp AB. At the same time, Fritidslandsbyen 
Gammalstorp EF (the association you will all be a part of) will be created, and it will sign an 
agreement with the Almenr Gammalstorp AB, ensuring that when the construction is finished, the 
ownership of the entire project is transferred to the association. This way, you will have the full 
ownership of the village. 


